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General introduction 
 

As part of my second year of Master of Science in "Aerospace Engineering", I realized my Master's thesis within 

the Snecma Company, part of SAFRAN Group, in Montereau, France. My mission took place during five 

months and half in the service of sales support of engine maintenance. 

The sales support department is a part of the Economic and Financial Directorate, responsible for conducting 

offers for long-term maintenance of civil engines. For this, the department has several models to estimate the 

behavior of a fleet and associated maintenance costs. The market for aircraft maintenance is a highly competitive 

sector and is constantly changing. Thus, it is essential to perform calculations always more timely and accurately 

to present offers whose complexity is always increasing. My mission took place into this global context with the 

objective of optimizing calculation models for civil engine maintenance offers. 

After a brief presentation of the company, operations and processes of calculating maintenance offers will be 

discussed. Two of the non-confidential achievements made during this internship will then be detailed: the 

realization of a security tool and the achievement of a comparison tool with competitors. 

This report was prepared based on the confidentiality rules of Snecma, which is why there are not some sensitive 

data such as charts, results of calculations, scaling of the axes of provided graphs, and any other information in 

the trade secret. Values presented in different charts have a pure illustrative function and are not related to 

reality. Due to the confidentiality of the subject, only part of the actions taken during my mission will be 

presented. 

Presentation of the company and maintenance activities 

 

Short presentation of Snecma Company 
 

Snecma is a subsidiary of SAFRAN group, born in 2005 with the merger of Snecma and Sagem. Historically a 

designer of military engines, Snecma began civil aircraft engines production in 1974 after the signing of a 

cooperation agreement with General Electric Aircraft Engines. This alliance resulted in the creation of CFM 

International, a subsidiary 50% of each group and led to the creation of the CFM56
1
 in 1979. CFM International 

is currently working on developing the successor of the CFM56, the LEAP
2
 whose release date is scheduled for 

2016. 

 

Key figures of Snecma
3
: 

- Turnover 2009: EUR 4 342 million 

- Nearly 11,500 employees 

- More than 20,000 CFM56 engines in service = one take-off every 2.5 seconds  

- More than 500 customers worldwide 

- More than 25 000 engines serviced and maintained from the beginning 

- International presence with over 36 establishments, subsidiaries and Joint Ventures in the world.  

                                                           

1
 CFM 56 : name of a turbo reactor series  producted by CFM International  

2
 LEAP : Leading Edge Aviation Propulsion,  turbo reactor developing by CFM International 

3
 Sources : www.snecma.com  
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Civil engines maintenance 
 

The maintenance market 

 

Today there are more than 20,000 CFM engines in service. This fleet generates a huge market for maintenance 

and repairs estimated at nearly $ 4 billion per year. Snecma offers to airlines and aircraft operators a full range of 

services for aircraft engines. Snecma also handles the logistics of spare parts and the management of engine 

maintenance contracts. 

 

Different types of maintenance contracts 

 

The maintenance of aircraft engines is “on condition": the engine does not return periodically in the workshop 

and can remain fixed under the wing until an event requiring a removal occurs. To monitor the health of the 

engine and ensure security, different means of control are set up: endoscopic checks to monitor the status of 

internal parts, records of engines vibrations or the analysis of particles in the lubrication system. When data from 

monitoring indicate a need for a workshop, repair activity is conducted.  

Snecma has developed various types of maintenance contract to suit different needs and types of customers. 

There are three main types of contract: 

- ESPH
4
 (Engine Service Per Hour): maintenance contract per flight hour or flight cycle. The principle is 

to charge customers a monthly price that is the result of multiplying the rate ($/Efh
5
, $/Efc

6
) by the 

number of hours or cycles flown by the considered engine in the month. The bills are directly dependent 

on the engine utilization. The rate is calculated in a way that all the incomes collected over the months 

enable to ensure maintenance operations. This contract has a real time disconnection between costs 

(associated with events specific to engines) and revenues (related to flying units, independently of 

events of the entire fleet in operation). 

 

- ESPO
7
 (Engine Service Per Operation): the principle of ESPO is to charge at each Shop-Visit (SV

8
) an 

amount that is the result of the multiplication of the ESPO rate by the number of hours or cycles flown 

since the last qualifying SV (these hours are named contributors hours). Invoices related to ESPO are 

directly related to SV, allowing the payment to coincide with the event. An ESPH rate may be add to 

this ESPO rate. 

 

- T&M
9
 (Time and Material): maintenance contract over several years. The contract defines the 

conditions of commercial sale item by item. The billing method is completely independent of the use of 

engines. The principle is to charge each SV performed according to the scale described in the contract, 

according to labor price, the price of spare parts, etc... 

  

  

                                                           

4 
ESPH: Engine Service Per Hour 

5
 Efh: Engine flight hours  

6
 Efc: Engine flights cycles  

7
 ESPO: Engine Service Per Operation 

8
 SV : Shop Visit 

9
 T&M : Time and Material 
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Sales support department 

Presentation 

 

The sales support department is composed of a dozen people and occupies a central place in the process of 

selling services. Given the strategic importance and financial impact of the results furnished by the department, it 

depends directly on the Financial and Economic Direction and is only accountable to the Financial Director. This 

independent position ensures the objectivity of results. 

Sales support department is the link between the technical and financial forecasts for engine maintenance. Its 

tasks can be split into two major areas: the business case for maintenance offers and the follow-up and 

recalculation of the costs and profitability associated with a Business Plan once a contract is signed. 

 

Conduct a profitability study for a maintenance offer 

 

When a company launches a tender for engine maintenance or in the preparation of a package offer (engines and 

maintenance), the department is requested. The seller shall establish with the client the exact expression of his 

needs (conditions of contract, length of contract, operating conditions of engines) and then transmits information 

to the department. A profitability calculation associated with a sale price (ESPH and/or ESPO) is made and then 

sent to the seller. The financial study identifies the financial inherent risks of each contract studied. 

During the various steps of negotiation, the department is asked to calculate new values of sale price and 

profitability on request of the seller.  The department studies the impact of assumption variations, including or 

excluding contract specification or the limitation of variable parameters as rules of price revisions. The goal is to 

submit the most competitive couple of “sale price / level of service” to the customer while maintaining good 

profitability to the company. 

 

 

  

Figure 1 : Department presentation 
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Monitor and recalculate the projected profitability for the business plan 

 

When a contract is signed with an airline, a contract manager follows it and informs the department of all events 

that could impact the established Business Plan (BP
10

). When new safety regulations issued by governmental 

authorities (AD
11

) or new manufacturers' recommendations (SB
12

) are edited, the impact on production and 

maintenance costs is studied and a new profitability is recalculated.  

Alongside all these unpredictable events, department members update BP every six months. Exchanges with 

Finance Controllers enable to know the number of SVs made, the associated costs and the actual use of the 

engines. Then, the department compares the expected and the achieved and adjusts if necessary foresights in 

order to take into account the observed differences.  

Periodically, the Finance Department of SAFRAN communicates to Finance Departments of Snecma the new 

rules and / or economic data to use in order to do tenders and BPs. This is for example the case of euro / dollar 

exchange rate, cost escalation and expected gains of productivity. 

In summary, the function of sales support department is to protect financial interests of the company and to 

ensure the respect of economic rules edited by Snecma. It also occupies a role of technical and economic advisor 

to sales managers. 

 

Calculation of maintenance offers 

 

The sales support department performs long-term maintenance offers. Consequently, its mission is to develop 

and maintain models to predict as accurately as possible the engine removals, costs and associated risks for 

several years. The goal is to forecast and reduce risks coming from disconnection between incomes and 

expenses. Indeed, with long term ESPO or ESPH contracts, the turnover is not contractually linked to actual 

expenditures of Snecma but only based on hours flown by the fleet of the customer. These models are then used 

to provide maintenance offering both competitive and profitable for the company.  

The calculations produced by the department are crucial because commiting the company for periods up to 30 

years. It is therefore necessary to have appropriate tools, scalable and reliable in order to obtain relevant models 

which can predict the risks and cost changes over the 30 years to come. To fit this problem, the department has 

developed two main tools: MBP and Degressivite. 

 

  

                                                           

10
 BP: Business Plan 

11
 AD: Airworthiness Directory  

12
 SB: Service Bulletin  
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Maintenance Business Plan (MBP), the mathematical model 

 

This is software developed internally to model the behavior of an entire fleet over years. Many input parameters 

are needed to complete the calculation, a non-exhaustive list is presented in Figure 2. 

Technical parameters  Contract duration, operating environment  

Fleet parameters Number and model
13

 of engines, EIS
14

, anteriority, restitution conditions 

Utilization parameters Temperature, FL
15

, yearly utilization,  

Maintenance parameters SV location, TAT
16

 

Other parameters State of LLP
17

, MB
18

 

Spare engines Number, EIS 

Figure 2 : Input parameters 

 

There are a dozen different major causes of engines removal. For each removal cause and depending on the 

anteriority of the engine a predefined workscope is associated. In this predefined workscope, a change of LLP 

can be added. LLPs are parts with limited life length which the rules require a change after a certain number of 

cycles. A Min-Build (MB) is imposed by the contract and represents the minimum number of cycles remaining 

to the LLP after a SV. When a SV occurs, the potential of LLP is compared to the MB and can thus induce a 

change of these parts. 

For each cause of removal, there is a Weibull diagram reflecting the probability of engine failure over time 

depending on engine type and conditions of utilization (use, environment, temperature...). These Weibull curves 

are plotted using the feedback technique. An example of curves is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 : Example of Weibull curves 

  

                                                           

13
 Model : a model of an engine is defined by its maximal thrust 

14
 EIS : Engine In Service, start date of the engine 

15
 FL : Flight Leg, mean length of flights 

16
 TAT : Turn Around Time, time spent by an engine during a Shop Visit 

17
 LLP : Life Limited Parts, major parts of the engine with limited life length 

18
 MB : Min-Build, rebuilding policy of engine for its Life Limited Parts: minimum number of cycles remaining 

to the LLP after a SV 
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The functioning of MBP is based on a chain of statistical simulations. An iteration of simulation runs as follows: 

For each cause, a random number P between 0 and 1 is getting and corresponds to a probability of failure. For 

this probability, we associate C, a corresponding number of cycles (Figure 3). Comparing values of C obtained 

for each cause and selecting the lowest, this gives for this iteration the cause of removals associated with a 

number of cycles. This process is then iterated for each engine and for all ranks of SV until the end of the 

contract. This provides a SV planning for each engine. An example is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4 : Example of SV planning 

 

 

This simulation is then iterated as many times as desired by the user in order to form scenarii. The result of these 

iterations gives a statistical SV planning which is the average of SV planning of each iteration (principle of 

Monte-Carlo method). 

Finally, three result files are produced by MBP: 

- A Technical Report: report giving year by year the number of SVs per cause, workscopes and 

associated confidence levels 

- A LLP Report: report outlining the changes of LLP during the contract 

- A Spare Report: File listing requirements of Spare engines during the contract 

These three reports are then used by the tool Degressivite. 
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Degressivite, the economical model 

 

The Degressivite tool is an Excel file used to calculate the specific costs associated to a long-term study, taking 

into account numerous assumptions and parameters. A non-exhaustive list of these parameters is shown in 

Figure 5. There is a Degressivite file for each model of engine. 

Structural components of the company Economical and industrial index, FAP
19

 

Workscope costs 
Escalation of maintenance costs 

Location of Workshops 

Escalation of costs Type of index and values 

Contract type ESPH/ESPO/T&M ; billing of LLP 

Perimeter of the offer Removal of LRU
20

, FOD
21

, changes of LLP, SB/AD, transportation 

Billing of LLP ESPH/ESPO/T&M 

Figure 5 : Degressivite configuration 

 

A worksheet is dedicated to import data from the reports produced by MBP. Numerous worksheets present in 

Degressivite are then used to calculate all the costs associated with the contract. Finally, Degressivite can 

establish a selling price (ESPH and/or ESPO) based on margins and profitability levels desired. A summary of 

the approach is presented in Figure 6. 

Summary 

 

Figure 6 : Maintenance offers calculation 

 

The main non-confidential tasks carried out during my internship will be presented subsequently and separated 

into two parts.  

                                                           

19
 FAP : Supply charges 

20
 LRU : Line Replaceable Unit, parts which can be removed in one hour without an engine removal 

21
 FOD : Foreign Object Damage 
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Worksheet Checklist in Degressivite tool 
 

Introduction 
 

The first task achieved during my internship is the creation of a synthesis worksheet incorporated into the tool 

Degressivite. Indeed, the flexibility of this tool due to the use of Excel may be the source of mistakes. The wide 

variety of offers, their complexity and the large number of manipulated data may lead to errors. A non-detected 

mistake may lead to the lost of a deal or reduce the profitability of a contract. 

This worksheet must resume and centralize the main information of the Technical Report as well as some data in 

the Degressivite sheets. It is then possible firstly to verify that the modeling of the fleet meets the requirements 

and also that the assumptions of calculation have been correctly followed. The user will then have a tool to 

verify automatically modeling data. The main objectives are the comfort and the safety of the user with the 

ability to compare different Checklist to follow a case throughout the various rounds of negotiation or to estimate 

the sensitivity of results when changing certain parameters 

Methods 
 

The main constraints in the establishment of new tools are the reliability and the need to ensure the continued 

existence of the tool. The realization of the Checklist worksheet and automation of data import respond to a 

specification developed in collaboration with my tutor: 

- Integration into Degressivite tool without modification. 

- No additional workload for the user. 

- Tool editable and adaptable easily to future versions of Degressivite. 

- No additional generations of bugs 

- Errors Handling in program 

- Writing a detailed and commented code 

- Creation and export of a pdf version of the Checklist 

- Development in relationship with members of the department to integrate the data they want. 

- Flexibility of the tool in order to add or delete headings of the Checklist 

Results 
 

A part of the worksheet Checklist is shown in Figure 7 p11. The first part of this Checklist referenced under the 

term "Technical assumptions" fills at the same time as the import of the Technical Report into Degressivite. It is 

possible with the completion of a VBA
22

 program integrated in the general import program. This first part is 

mainly composed with data concerning fleet composition and its utilization. 

The next two sections, "Configuring Degressivite" and "Results" are filled by taking into account data from 

different tabs of Degressivite. These sections include the perimeter of the offer and financial results of 

calculations. 

Finally, the part “Ratios” presents useful ratios allowing to get a global picture of an offer getting supplemental 

information in order to estimate profitability and particularities of the offer. 

 

 

                                                           

22
 VBA : Visual Basic for Applications, version of Visual Basic allowing automation of tasks for software as 

Microsoft Excel 
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Figure 7 : Worksheet Checklist of Degressivite
23

  

                                                           

23
 Data shown in this figure are only illustrative and are not reflecting reality. Only a part of the checklist 

(approximately 60%) is presented because of confidentiality reasons. Non-presented headlines concern mostly 

financial data and associated level of risk. 

Title of Checklist
Company KTH-AIR

Study n°12
Path directory D:\Compagnie KTH-AIR\Version 1

Round / Option Round 1 option 2

Version of Degressivite VxRxx

Beginning of the contract 01/01/2012

Typ of contract 15 years stacked

EIS min 01/01/2012

EIS max 01/06/2012

Restitution Conditions no

Number of engines 17

Fleet composition Old : 20% New : 80%

Number of Spare engines 4

Number of sub-fleet 1

Name sub-fleet 1 10 a318

Utilization sub-fleet 1 4000

Flight Leg sub-fleet 1 3,0

Temperature sub-fleet 1 (°F) 70

Min-Built sub-fleet 1 8000

Shop seller AAA

Indiex Fr vs CPI Material/Labor(Fr) capped

Cap index Fr vs CPI capped at x%

Transportation A/R capped

Cap transport xx k$

SB/AD level 1-6 capped

Cap SB/AD xx k$

Franchise FOD xx k$

Neutral QEC in Shop (removal & re-install) yes

LRU in Shop yes

QEC in Shop (repair) yes

Environment Sweden

Buy-Back LLP non

Number of SV PR 100,0

Number of non PR SV 80,0

Total Number of SV 180,0

Number of flown hours (kEfh) xx

Number of contributor hours (kCfh) xx

ESPH rate ($) 5 000,0

ESPO rate ($) 5 000,0

LLP selling ESPO

Contributor Hours LLP (kefh) xx

LLP rate ($) 5000,00

Turnover (MRO) in k$ xx

Production costs(MRO) in k$ xx

Rate Margin/Turnover(MRO) xx %

New parts (k$) xx k$

Margin per engine (k$) xx k$

Flown hours / contributor hours xx

Mean cost of SV (k$) xx k$

Transportation

SB/AD

Repair options

Contract

Fleet

Sub-fleet 1

Technical assumptions

Configuring Degressivite

Results

SV

LLP

Ratios
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The creation of an annex Excel file enables to import Checklist file in chain in order to compare them. It is then 

possible for the user to very quickly get comparison curves; examples of these curves are given in Figure 8 and 

Figure 9. 

The example in Figure 8 enables to follow up evolutions of a parameter for different options presented to the 

customer during different steps of contract negotiations.  

 
Figure 8 : Chart to follow offers along negotiations 

 

The Figure 9 shows the evolution of a parameter of the Checklist depending on another for simulations where 

only the value of the second parameter is changing. The aim is to appreciate the sensitivity of results for 

important parameters (MB, Temperature, utilization…). 

 
Figure 9 : Sensitivity of parameters 

 

Conclusion 
 

The Checklist sheet was inserted in the tool Degressivite during my internship. This tool was validated and 

presented to users and an explicative notice is attached. Its mission is completely fulfilled since the operational 

use from May 2011. From a personal point of view, the development and the integration of this tool enabled me 

to start my internship discovering the various tools used by the service in order to understand components and 

become more than a passive user. Moreover, I could understand the constraints associated with the development 

and implementation of new operating tools.  
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Min-Build Tool (MB Tool) 

Introduction 
 

The market for the sale of aircraft engines and their maintenance is very competitive. The sale of engines is 

strongly related to their future maintenance and airlines buy them based not only on it performance but also on 

maintenance costs that will result. In the process of tender responses and negotiations, the challenge is to find the 

configuration which enables to present to customer the most competitive sale price compared to competitors. 

The variable parameters of the bids were shown in Figure 2 and Figure 5. 

MBP is reliable and accurate but requires a simulation time long enough and a post-processing of results in 

Degressivite. A simulation is required for each change of parameters (especially the MB) and MBP cannot 

compare the results obtained with the competing engines.  

The problem, arising from the need of the department, was the creation of a tool for quick comparison of the 

behaviors with competing engines with the objective of obtaining the most favorable values of Min-Build giving 

advantages to Snecma. 

Results given by this tool will then be used to guide and support seller and to better define the offer which will 

give an advantage to Snecma. During next parts, the competitor engine will be called EngineV and the Snecma 

engine called EngineS. 

Methods 

Assumptions made 

 

It has been decided to perform comparisons in terms of planning of SV PR
24

 and costs associated to LLP 

changes. Fundamental data will then be COW PR
25

. It has been chosen to use the same simulation method for 

the two engines. Hypothesis had been made on the EngineV collected by bench-marking team; Figure 10 and 

Figure 11 summarize the assumptions made on COW PR and LLP and for the achievement of the MB Tool. 

 Potentials LLP (cycles) Estimated costs of LLP (k$) 

LLP Core (EngineS) 2000 A 

LLP Fan+TBP (EngineS) 3000 B 

LLP EngineV 2500 C 

Figure 10: LLP hypothesis
26

 

 

COW PR (cycles) EngineS EngineV 

PR1 f(FL, MB, Conditions
27

) 1000 

PR2 f(FL, MB, Conditions) 900 

PR3+ f(FL, MB, Conditions) 900 

Figure 11 : COW hypothesis
27

 

  

                                                           

24
 PR: Performance Restoration, workscope concerning the Core and which lead to a partial or total return to new 

engine performances. 
25

 COW PR: Cycle Over Wing PR, number of cycle during which the engine is over wing between two SV for a 

Performance Restoration. 
26

 Data shown in this figure are only illustrative and are not reflecting reality. 
27

 Conditions : temperature, Engine Derate 
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Obtainment of COW PR 

 

The first part of the work was to obtain a good approximation of COW PR for all operating conditions (FL, MB, 

Derate
28

, and Temperature). 

The basic idea was to perform simulations with MBP under nominal conditions to obtain nominal COW PR. In 

the case of a non-nominal use, a coefficient of severity could be applied to COW PR to reflect conditions more 

or less favorable.  

However it is impossible to find such a satisfactory correlation due to the influence of MB and potentials LLP. 

An example of this phenomenon is observable in the Figure 12 where COW PR are plotted depending on TO 

Derate. Intuitively, COW PR should increase when TO Derate increases but it is not verify in Figure 12. It was 

therefore decided to use only standard conditions to perform simulations.  

 

Figure 12 : Influence of TO Derate 

 

An abacus of  COW PR has been obtained performing simulations with MBP for FL = 1 ; 1,5 ; 2 ; 2,5 ; 3 and 

MB = 400 ; 600 ; 700 ; 800 ; 1000 ; 1200 for the three ratings of engine. Part of this abacus can be seen in Figure 

13. 

 

5B 4/3 

      

FL 1 

MB 400 600 700 800 1000 1200 

PR1 1000 900 800 700 600 500 

PR2 900 100 1100 1000 900 900 

PR3+ 1000 1050 1100 1150 1100 1050 

Figure 13 : Abacus of COW PR
29

 

 

 

                                                           

28
 TO Derate: economy relative to the maximum available thrust at takeoff. 

29
 Data shown in this figure are only illustrative and are not reflecting reality. 
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In order to obtain Cow PR for each condition, a polynomial interpolation on MB at given FL is first made. To 

take into account the FL, a “baricentric average” at given MB is then performed. The explanations of these two 

methods are presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 

 

Figure 14 : polynomial interpolation on MB at given FL 

 

 

Figure 15 : « baricentric average » on FL at given MB 

 

 

The COW PR obtained for every pair (FL, MB) and any type of engine will then be used to get the Planning of 

SV PR. 

Obtainment of the Planning of SV PR and LLP changes 

The algorithm used to obtain the Planning of SV PR follows the same principle as the one used by MBP. The SV 

PR involves in a “normal” PR or is the result of potentials LLP. A “normal” PR occurs regardless of LLP 

generally because of the margin EGT
30

.When PR occurs after a given number of cycles, LLP potentials are 

compared with the MB and may lead to the change of LLP. PR may also appear in when the LLP reach end of 

life (potential LLP equal zero). 

At the end of the contract length studied (after a number of years or a given PR rank), the potentials LLP are 

compared to the Return Conditions (RC) proper to LLP. If the potentials are lower than the LLP Conditions of 

Restitution, a change of LLP is performed at the end of the contract. 

 An example of a planning of SV PR is provided at the Figure 18.  

                                                           

30
 EGT : Exhaust Gas Temperature 
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Obtaining optimal Min-Build 

For a given Min-Build, the planning of SV PR obtained enables to estimate cost of LLP changes for both engines 

and therefore to calculate the difference between these costs. The completion of a calculation routine for the 

Min-Build between 400 and 1200 gives a range of Min-Build for which EngineS seems to have an advantage 

over its competitor. 

 

Refining results by sensitivity analysis 

 

A sensitivity study on a model is useful to assess the validity of the results and to avoid side effects. Indeed, a 

variation of a little percentage on the Cow PR may lead to additional changes of LLP and thus induce additional 

costs. This sensitivity analysis also allows taking into account the effects of non nominal conditions.  

On an optimal Min-Build obtained in the previous step, a sensitivity analysis is thus conducted by assessing the 

impact of changes in Cow PR ± x%, the value of x can be defined by the user. If this variation has a negative 

consequence for the EngineS (reducing cost differential in favor of EngineV), the Min-Build is not accepted. 

This sensitivity analysis allows obtaining a second range of Min-Build, optimized with respect to the first. 

 

Summary of the approach 

 

A diagram summarizing the approach is presented in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 : MB Tool approach 
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Results 
 

Input parameters 

 

The Figure 17 shows different input parameters that the user must fill according to the study he wants to achieve. 

  

Figure 17 : input parameters of MB Tool 

 

Output data 

 

There are two distinct categories of output data generated by the MB Tool: the results at given Min-Buid and the 

results of Min-Build optimization. 

Results at given Min-Build  

 

Modification of parameters shown in Figure 17 lead to the automatic calculation of the Planning of SV PR 

associated for the EngineS (Figure 18) and the EngineV. At each SV PR (named PR1, PR2 ...) are related a 

number of cycles since the beginning, the remaining potential LLP and the LLP changed during the SV PR. 

 

Scenario for Snecma Start PR1 PR2 PR3 End 

Number of cycles since the beginning 0 1000 1800 2600 3400 

Potential LLP Core 2000 1000 200 1200 400 

Potential LLP Fan+TBP 3000 2000 1200 400 2200 

Changes of LLP     CORE  FAN TBP CORE 

Nb of LLP Core changed without RC 0 0 1 1 1 

Nb LLP Core changed at the end with RC 0 0 0 0 1 

TOTAL number of LLP CORE changed 0 0 1 1 2 

Nb of LLP Fan+TBP changed without RC 0 0 0 0 0 

Nb LLP Fan+TBP changed at the end with RC 0 0 0 1 1 

TOTAL number of LLP FAN+TBP changed 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of SV PR 0 1 2 3 4 

Total Cost of LLP changes 0 0 D E F 

 

Figure 18 : Planning of SV PR at given MB
31

 

 

 

 

                                                           

31
 Data shown in this figure are only illustrative. 

Model of Engine EngineS1 Contract duration(months) 144

Utilization (heures) 4000 Contract end RP4

FL 2,00 CR of LLP (cycles) 400

Min-Build 600 Sensitivity (%) 2
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For these Plannings of SV PR are associated costs of LLP changes whose results are provided in the Figure 19.  

 

 

Figure 19 : LLP costs at given MB 

 

Finally, the results of the sensitivity study on costs are visible in Figure 20. The graph shows the changes in LLP 

costs function of Cow PR variations on a range defined by the user (on the graph ± 6%). We can appreciate the 

sensitivity of the model on the costs of EngineS and then make necessary reservations according to the results 

obtained for this study. 

In the example shown in Figure 20, we observe that a variation of COW PR between -5% and 3% has no 

influence on the initial result (variation of 0%). A bigger variation would be on Snecma’s advantage, so there is 

no additional risk for Snecma compared to initial result.  

 

 

Figure 20 : Sensitivity of results on COW PR variations 

  

Min-Build 400

Results LLP Costs (k$) Number of SVs PR

EngineS G 3

EngineV H 2

Difference Advantage to Snecma
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Results of MB optimization 

 

The activation of the VBA program launches the optimization calculation of MB presented in the previous 

section. Results are the curves of the evolution of LLP costs and the number of SV PR according to the MB 

(Figure 21 and Figure 22 ).  

 

Figure 21 : costs of LLP changes 

 

 

Figure 22 : number of SV PR 

 

Finally, the range of optimized MB is obtained at the Figure 23. The first line does not take into account the 

sensitivity analysis instead of the second which therefore is a restriction of the first. 

 

Figure 23 : Range of optimized MB 
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Discussion 
 

To evaluate the relevance of the results produced, various tests were conducted to compare the results obtained 

by the MB Tool and MBP. Comparable data are planning of SV PR with LLP changes from these two different 

tools. The results can be assessed in Figure 24 where values of cumulative LLP changes during the contract are 

plotted for a test case. 

 

Figure 24 : Comparison MB Tool / MBP 

 

We can observe a very significant correlation between the two tools. The difference arises from the nature of the 

results provided by these two tools. In fact, statistical results provided by MBP are an average value per year for 

LLP changes and the MB Tool, deterministic, gives the year when the change occurs. 

 

Conclusion 
 

By its nature, the MB Tool is easy to use and inexpensive in computing time. It can quickly make an 

approximation and give some trends. The planning of SV PR for the EngineS is relevant even if less accurate 

because of the deterministic nature of the tool. This tool is not intended to replace MBP but to make a first and 

fast approach, to define trends and to orient the study rejecting cases giving advantages to the EngineV. After 

this approach, the selected parameters will be used in MBP to perform the complete study. 

The MB Tool was validated during my internship. It is now used by several members of the department before 

using MBP for contracts with a non-imposed MB which has to be optimized. 

Nevertheless improvements could be made in order to obtain more accurate and reliable results. Accurate charts 

on Cow PR taking into account the conditions of use would be wise to obtain, but this would require a very large 

number of simulations. Finally obtaining accurate data on the EngineV could make the comparison between the 

two engines much more relevant.  
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General Conclusion 
 

For privacy reasons, I could present only a portion of my work performed during my five-month internship. The 

Checklist worksheet and MB Tool are the first projects completed. They were developed independently with the 

support of my tutor observing an engineer approach and following a set of specifications. These two tools were 

validated and set up in operational use in June 2011. These early accomplishments have allowed me to discover 

tools used by the department along with awareness of the importance of ensuring reliability and the continued 

existence of the tool. Subsequently, I was able to work closely with my tutor on modeling the calculation of 

maintenance costs of EngineS.  

From a personal point of view, the experience was very rewarding, the sales support department taking a central 

role in the process of sales contracts. I gained work experience in a department operating in a context where the 

financial stakes are considerable and which provide results committing the company during long term periods. 
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Glossary  

 

AD: Airworthiness Directory, safety instructions 

coming from the aviation authorities. 

BER: Beyond Economical Repair, damage for 

which repair is not profitable but may still be 

covered on the request of the customer. 

BP: Business Plan. 

Cap: specific limit value which bounds inflation or 

a cost assumed by the customer. 

CfH: Cycles Flight Hours 

Core: core of the reactor. It is composed with the 

High Pressure Combustor (HPC), the Combustion 

chamber and the high pressure turbine (HPT). 

COW: Cycles On Wing, represents the time during 

which the engine is attached on wing of the aircraft 

between two workshop passages. 

Degressivite: Excel costing file used after 

estimation of Shop Visit planning with MBP. 

Derate: economy relative to the maximum available 

thrust at takeoff. 

Efh: Engine Flight Hours.  

EGT: Exhaust Gas Temperature. 

EIS: Engine In Service, engine entry date.  

ESPH: Engine Service Per Hour. 

ESPO: Engine Service Per Operation. 

Fan: module composed of itself and the LPC (Low 

Pressure Compressor). 

FAP: costs linked to the administration of supply. 

FHP: nonproductive expenses including structural 

costs of auxiliary services. 

FL: Flight Leg, mean length of flight. 

FOD: Foreign Object Damage 

Contributors Hours: flown hours between two 

Shop-Visits 

LLP: Life Limited Parts 

LRU: Line Replaceable Unit, exchangeable and 

removable parts which take less than an hour to 

change without removing the engine. 

MBP: Maintenance and Business Plan, software 

which establishes a statistical prediction of the 

Shop-Visit planning for a fleet. 

Min-Build: minimum number of cycles for which 

the LLP of the engine will be removed. 

QEC: Quick Engine Change, Set of auxiliary parts 

of the engine that ensure connection between the 

engine and the aircraft 

PR: Performance Restoration, intervention on the 

Core and which results in a partial or total return to 

performances of new engine. 

SB: Service Bulletin, statement or recommendation 

from the manufacturer. 

SV: Shop Visit, engine is repairing 

T&M: Time & Material, labor and replacement 

parts. 

TAT: Turn Around Time, the time an engine spent 

in a Shop-Visit. 

Workscope: Operations performed on the engine 

during its passage in Shop-Visit 

 

 


